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Legislative and 
Implementation 
Experience

Evolution of the policy with the 
Colorado General Assembly

Collaboration and 
implementation at the 
counties.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As an overview, I am going to share a bit about how this policy discussion evolved at the legislative level, the opportunities and challenges and how we work as an association and with our state partners at the SOS, the legislature and the governor’s office to get here where we have completed a successful statewide RLA. 



• Voting Systems-Tumultuous times
• HAVA implementation (2006)
• Colorado Certification (2008)

• SOS decertification (12/17/2007) and 
recertification with conditions

• House Bill 08-1155

Policy Environment
Setting the stage for change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Process took over ten yearsHAVA implementation- a good proportion of the counties had just implemented the “new” systems in 2006. Some counties like mine, Jefferson, had purchased electronic systems to meet HAVA earlier. 2002Certification- New administration, SOS Coffman; evaluating these systems for the possibility of  state-level certification. Wrote state certification standards that no system could meet. (Did not follow the VVSG federal standards). Going into a Presidential year. 1155- Short bill to “restate” the authority of the SOS to certify the equipment and consider a more holistic approach. Interim recertification and testing. 

http://www.leg.state.co.us/CLICS/CLICS2008A/csl.nsf/fsbillcont3/2821E96F87AB3069872573C2007F7351?Open&file=1155_enr.pdf


Policy Environment
Setting the stage for change

• Election Reform Commission (2008-2009)
• Technical and Audit Subcommittee
• Recommendations included:

• Continued certification of legacy equipment through 2013
• Paper audit trails for 2 counties by 2010 (extended in 

legislation)
• Improved “statistically valid” audit

• First documented statement on audit design
• “risk-based audit design” versus “current fixed-percent 

audit” 

• Interconnectivity the reform ideas- system 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hillary Hall and I were part of the commission work as well as legislative co-chairs for the CCCA throughout this period. 2009: Election Reform Commission Set the framework for conversation among local election officials, SOS, legislators and interest groups. Registration SCORE database committee, Technical and Audit Subcommittee (Hillary and I worked closely with this committee) The recommendations focused on paper trails (VVPAT, ballots) and improving audit processes. Challenge: Dissatisfied with the legacy systems, but new development of standards/next-gen systems was not even on the horizon, much less certification standards developed at the state. First statement on audit design” subcommittee consulted with Steve Pierson, PhD., Director of Science Policy for the American Statistical Association and other experts. Written acknowledgement from the subcommittee that “At this time the recommendations are general in nature. There are a number of questions that need to be answered before ta time frame for implementation of a new audit process can be established.”The nesting of reforms and how all areas impact others. 



Legislation
Setting the stage for change

• 2009- Holy cow did we do a lot!
• Registration reforms: online, list maintenance 

improvements
• Primary Elections: mail ballot delivery for Primaries
• House Bill 09-1335- Certification and Audits

• Voting system required to be paper-based
• More details on certification, hold on equipment purchase
• C.R.S. 1-7-515: Risk Limiting Audit Pilot Program (2010)

• Implementation date: 2014. 

• 2013: Implementation pushed to 2017 in Amended 
by HB 13-1303 to move to 2017.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Active reform environment, prompted by the counties and the Commission work. Registration- examining the use of technologyPrimary- paper ballots. Jeffco experience (98% turnout was mail ballot)– 2010- offered a paper ballot option in polling places (consistency for voters)HB 09-1335: Paper- based voting system defined as Electromechanical voting system in which the Elector’s vote is recorded on a paper ballot. (challenges in auditing with VVPATs) Certification- all stop with system purchase unless approved by state, VVPAT requirement pushed off into 2014 (Jeffco experience- 1.8 million retrofit, shift to mail ballot.) 1-7-515: Pilot program (before 2010 Primary) and requirement for implementation by 2014 General election. Waiver process for counties.Takeaways: Local county officials were VERY involved in the drafting of legislation and collaboration and leadership with State, Governor’s office and interests. Pragmatic and inclusive of the technology limitations on the ground- evolution ot paper-based systems, certification, industry—CAST VOTE RECORD and statutory framework- with details to be developed. 

http://www.leg.state.co.us/CLICS/CLICS2009A/csl.nsf/fsbillcont3/25074590521F41DA87257575005F1422?Open&file=1335_enr.pdf


Legislation…now what?

• 2013: Implementation pushed to 2017 in Amended 
by HB 13-1303 to move to 2017.

Challenges: pilot experience, identifying robust 
partners and technical functionality

Opportunities: collaboration and innovation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Takeaways: Local county officials were VERY involved in the drafting of legislation and collaboration and leadership with State, Governor’s office and interests. Pragmatic and inclusive of the technology limitations on the ground- evolution not paper-based systems, certification, industry—CAST VOTE RECORD and statutory framework- with details to be developed. Legislated before we knew what the “WHAT” was, and relationships permitted flexibility on timelines.Challenges- cast voter record, what you have heard here other panelist; new system development timelines, certification timeline. Opportunities- pilots and investment. 



County 
Implementation 
and 
Collaboration

•What they learned and how to apply operationally.
•How to communicate and train?

Pilots- Boulder, Arapahoe, Pitkin, Chaffee, Logan, Yuma to name a few!

•Pilot counties and the Secretary of State (Jerome Lovato, Hilary Rudy, Dwight Shellman, Ben 
Schler, Jessi Romero)

•State-level implementation: Tools, transmission of information, collation of data
•County Implementation:  accounting, functionality, accuracy and transparency

Association Working Group

Presenter
Presentation Notes
State-level implementation: Global and technical tool development. How to create an interface tool to determine the audit? How do you collect and transmit and collate into a state-wide project? How does the audit function with the voting system?Local considerations: The audits are conducted at the local level. Where the rubber meets the road. That is what we want to share next.



County Playbook

• Partnership with the Colorado Secretary 
of State

• Distinctions for operational 
considerations when you are 
conducting the election

• Lessons and insight from our pilot 
counties

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Partnership- their realm and ours. Support on legal frameworks and editing. Our contribution is on operational challenges and considerations within the regulatory framework.Disclaimer- we are still adapting and it is a living and iterative document. What we have learned in each of the three elections we 



Implementation 
Considerations

• Brief overview of audit
• Steps, benchmarks and timelines
• Procedures and Processes

• How do you help insure success?
• Batching, tracking or organizational 

suggestions
• Retrieval of ballots
• Processing and scanning procedures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Election Set-up: When you are processing millions of ballots- what are the best practices to enable your public board to accurately and efficiently retrieve a single specific ballot? Batch size, efficient scanning, numbering of the ballots for retrieval. We have gotten very good at accounting for paper.How do you organize? Smaller batches, need to keep in order/number (technology vs manual)



Implementation 
Considerations

• Election Set-up and Anonymity
• Constitutional Provisions
• Complexity of ballots
• Inspection and sorting
• Redaction

• Reliance and connectivity of all 
jurisdictions in each other’s success. 

• Balancing Values
• Higher legal threshold for election 

officials
• Transparency
• Efficiency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anonymity- Colorado has complicated ballots (coordinated issues and pocket precincts) so recommendations on style identification and ballot inspection/duplication (paper ballots are different than text files) for anonymity concerns and to minimize the redaction of records (ballots and CVR) for anonymity.Cannot disclose an individuals voteConfidence in elections is through public validation and access to informationPressure for results– processing paper and this discrete process is time/resource sensitive– also a confidence variable.



Conclusion

Happy to report- Long and ongoing road--but worth it!
We are not done! 

Recognition of the complexity for all stakeholders in the 
movement toward policy and operational implementation.

Gratitude to our partners for the journey

Pam Anderson
CCCAExecutiveDirector@gmail.com
@PamAndJeffco
@COCtyClerks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phased in 2017, Primary and now General STATEWIDE audit.More on front end that have more benefits than just audit.SYSTEM changes- not just process changes and it requires public investment- talking to you, federal and state level!Our friends examining RLA and pilots- looking for ideas and innovation….

mailto:CCCAExecutiveDirector@gmail.com
https://twitter.com/PamAndJeffco
https://twitter.com/CoCtyClerks
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